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ABSTRACT
The majority of sound scene analysis work focuses on one of two
clearly defined tasks: acoustic scene classification or sound event
detection. Whilst this separation of tasks is useful for problem definition, they inherently ignore some subtleties of the real-world, in
particular how humans vary in how they describe a scene. Some will
describe the weather and features within it, others will use a holistic descriptor like ‘park’, and others still will use unique identifiers
such as cities or names. In this paper, we undertake the task of automatic city classification to ask whether we can recognize a city from
a set of sound scenes? In this problem each city has recordings from
multiple scenes. We test a series of methods for this novel task and
show that a simple convolutional neural network (CNN) can achieve
accuracy of 50%. This is less than the acoustic scene classification
task baseline in the DCASE 2018 ASC challenge on the same data.
A simple adaptation to the class labels of pairing city labels with
grouped scenes, accuracy increases to 52%, closer to the simpler
scene classification task. Finally we also formulate the problem in
a multi-task learning framework and achieve an accuracy of 56%,
outperforming the aforementioned approaches.
Index Terms— Acoustic scene classification, location identification, city classification, computational sound scene analysis.
1. INTRODUCTION
The majority of sound scene analysis research focuses on either acoustic scene classification (ASC) or sound event detection
(SED) [1]. This task separation is useful for clear problem definition, but it ignores some subtleties of the real-world, such as how
humans vary in how they describe a scene. Some will describe the
weather and features within it, others will use a holistic descriptor
like ‘park’, and others still will use unique identifiers such as cities
or names [2]. In this work we undertake automatic city classification to predict a city from a set of sound scenes. In this problem
each city has recordings from multiple scenes.
City classification from soundscapes is a task with limited prior
work. We define it as the task of correctly identifying a city from
different acoustic scenes across the city. Preliminary audio geotagging work used sound scenes augmented with city-inspecific sound
events [3, 4]. They supplement augmented sound scenes with sound
event models and rather than predicting a city label, the problem is
modelled as a retrieval task and performance is measured by recalling audio for the most similar city.
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With real-world sound scenes as inputs, city classification is an
interesting task because of its applications. As a practical example, precise geo-location from the background sounds of an emergency 999 call would assist the response times [5]. Furthermore,
humans do not always describe scenes based on a set list of categories e.g. park, street, but rather by what they recognise about a
scene such as a well known place e.g. Edinburgh [6]. As such, using
city classes as labels expands the scope of current sound scene analysis work to become more like an open set problem as motivated
in [7] because it expands the range of possible predictions to anywhere on earth and more akin to human-based descriptions, without
addressing out-of-vocabulary labels. Therefore in this work, we use
an existing dataset which contains geographic labels (these labels
have not been used before) and carry out a set of tests to determine
which is most useful for city classification.
In an open set taxonomy the relationships between labels and
sets of labels varies. Whilst some hierarchies may exist, in other
cases labels are simply constructs of human observations on the
world [7]. In this case there is a many-to-many relationship between scene and city labels, that is many types of scene can appear
in a single city and multiple cities will contain each scene.
We suspect that as there is greater variation within the city data
due to scene specific similarities in sounds, city classification is a
harder problem. We will demonstrate this with experiments including multi-class, multi-label, and multi-task classification, with the
latter achieving greatest accuracy. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: we summarise the dataset and our feature extraction
process in Section 2, before describing the classification methods in
Section 3 and analysing the results in Section 4. We conclude in
Section 5 with the lessons learned for this new problem.
2. DATA
We use audio data from the DCASE 2018 Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC) subtask 1A [8]. This dataset consists of recordings
from six cities: Barcelona, Helsinki, London, Paris, Stockholm, and
Vienna, and is partitioned so that the training subset contains for
each city approximately 70% of recording cities (balanced by city).
It was originally labelled for ten sound scenes and recorded in ten
predefined locations [8] at random times between 9am and 9pm on
different days of the week. Of the total development segments released (8640), 6122 segments are included in the training subset and
2518 segments in the evaluation subset. We use the evaluation subset as validation and our test set is another 2518 test files previously
held back to review the challenge submissions. We maintain these
same divisions for all our experiments and have ensured that interclass ratios are approximately the same for all splits. Each acoustic
scene has 864 segments (144 minutes of audio). The dataset contains in total 24 hours of audio. The original recordings were split
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Table 1: Distances in miles between each pair of cities in the
DCASE 2018 ASC dataset and Euclidean distance between the
mean features for each city in the training data.
City from and to
Miles Feature Euclidean
London-Paris
234
0.67
Helsinki-Stockholm
302
4.34
Barcelona-Paris
620
3.60
Paris-Vienna
721
2.36
Barcelona-London
829
3.31
London-Vienna
867
2.16
Stockholm-Vienna
876
6.11
Helsinki-Vienna
1007
2.08
Barcelona-Vienna
1034
4.93
London-Stockholm
1083
4.48
Paris-Stockholm
1094
4.79
Helsinki-London
1384
1.35
Helsinki-Paris
1395
1.88
Barcelona-Stockholm
1642
2.04
Barcelona-Helsinki
1897
3.20

into segments with a length of 10 seconds. The equipment used for
recording consists of a binaural Soundman OKM II Klassik/studio
A3 electret in-ear microphone and a Zoom F8 audio recorder using
48 kHz sampling rate and 24 bit resolution.
Features are extracted for every recording as the log of melspectrogram energies using 128 mel bands, hop length of 512, and
an STFT size of 2048. For every data sample we subtract the mean
of the training data and divide by the standard deviation of the
whole training data per frequency bin. Finally, each sound scene
feature is smoothed over time (25 frames) as per [9], as this has
been shown to be effective in ASC. Table 1 lists the Euclidean distance (ED) between the mean training data features for each pair
of cities. These are ordered by geographic distances in miles and
there is no reported correlation but there is a big variation from
London-Paris with ED = 0.67 compared to Stockholm-Vienna
with ED = 6.11. We later use these to interpret city confusions.
3. METHODS
With our prepared data we undertake a series of classification tests
to experimentally review city classification. These include: validating our model against the DCASE ASC task benchmark, a traditional six-class classification task, using the scene labels as prior
information, pairing scenes and city labels, grouping scenes, multilabel classification with two labels per recording, and finally, multitask learning. All methods use the same train/dev/test data split,
200 epochs of training, and the same model unless specific alterations are required and described. All code is available online1 .
This work begins with the benchmark ASC CNN model from
the DCASE 2018 ASC subtask 1A challenge [8]. This model
scores 59.7% accuracy over ten scene classes. We refine the model
with minor tweaks such as simply adding one extra convolutional
layer (line three in Table 2) to increase scene accuracy on the same
train/dev/test data arrangement. We test other model options such
as including LSTM layers but these produce inaccurate city predictions (one LSTM layer reduces accuracy to 21%) so they are not
pursued. Table 2 describes the final model architecture.
1 github.com/drylbear/soundscapeCityClassification
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Table 2: CNN structure and parameters. Adam optimiser with
LR = 0.001, beta1 = 0.9, beta2 = 0.999, epsilon = N one,
decay = 0.0, amsgrad = F alse.
Layer params
Convolutional filters=32, kernel=(7,7)
BatchNormalization
MaxPooling2D pool size=(5,5), strides=2, padding=‘same’
Dropout prob drop conv=0.3
Convolutional filters=64, kernel=(7,7)
BatchNormalization
MaxPooling2D pool size=(4,7), strides=2, padding=‘same’
Dropout prob drop conv=0.3
Convolutional filters=128, kernel=(2,2)
BatchNormalization
MaxPooling2D pool size=(5,5), strides=2, padding=‘same’
Dropout prob drop conv=0.3
Flatten
Dense filters=64, activation=‘relu’
Dropout prob drop hidden=0.3
BatchNormalization
Dense filters=6, activation=‘softmax’

3.1. Experiments
Multi-class city classification This is a simple six-class, singlelabel multi-class problem. Using the development dataset available
from the DCASE 2018 ASC task, which includes labels for cities,
we build a simple CNN for the six European cities: Barcelona,
Helsinki, London, Paris, Stockholm, Vienna. For each city there are
recordings from all ten scenes. This gives us a significantly greater
variation within each city class than in traditional ASC tasks.
Scene specific city prediction Next, we train ten scene-specific
city classifiers. In this case, each set of city predictions is specific
to the scene used for training. There is less training data for each
model.
Pairing scenes and city labels In the next three methods, we test
altering the labelling scheme with the hope to better understand the
confusions between classes. This is considered particularly useful
given the relationship between city and scene labels on the same
data. The first of these three is a 60-class CNN where each class
label is denoted [scene city].
Grouped scenes Given the possible confusions between similar
scenes, we run a second relabelling task of three classes based on
grouped scenes. In this case we have mapped each of the ten scenes
to one of:
1. Indoor (Airport, Indoor shopping mall, Metro station)
2. Outdoor (Pedestrian street, Public square, Street with
Medium traffic, Urban park)
3. Transport (Tram, Bus, Metro)
Grouped scenes and city pairs The last of our three relabelling
attempts combines the two previous ones using grouped scene types
with the six cities for a new set of 18 classes consisting of all the
grouped scene and city pairs.
Multi-label classification Single-label, multi-class classification
is training a model such that it makes one label prediction for each
test sample where the labels is from a set of N possible labels. Conversely, multi-label classification is the prediction of up to N labels
for each test sample [10]. This has been used before with joint-task
work (see [11]) which strived to undertake ASC jointly with SED
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2DConv (32,(7,7))
Batch Norm
MaxPool2D((5,5))
Dropout(0.3)

Scenes

2DConv (64,(7,7))
Batch Norm
MaxPool2D((5,5))
Dropout(0.3)

GlobalAveragePooling2D
Dense(10)

Cities

GlobalAveragePooling2D
Dense(6)

Figure 1: Multi-task learning model structure.

[12]. The premise is such that instead of a complex model the problem is restructured as a 16-class problem: ten scene labels and six
city labels. This produces a prediction matrix for all 16 classes from
which we deduce three accuracy measures. The matrix is spliced
into two sub-matrices grouped by city and scene classes. The max
for each test sample is taken as the prediction to calculate the accuracy for city and scene classes independently. The joint measure
counts an accurate prediction when both the city and scene prediction is correct for a test sample.
Multi-Task classification Our final method is Multi-Task Learning (MTL), which has been used successfully in many domains and
effectively learns two tasks simultaneously with one set of data [13].
This is more successful when the tasks are closely related, such as
in scene and city classification. MTL operates by sharing representations between related tasks, to generalize the model better on each
task. Figure 1 shows the multi-task model structure we use to test
city classification, which is simplified from [13] to match our prior
model. There are two outputs from one input. The model is very
similar to our prior tests except for the two separate outputs. These
represent the scene and city classification tasks respectively. For
each task a loss function is optimised, each function is expressed
as the weighted sum of both. We experimented to find the best
weighting for both tasks and found 0.5 (scenes) and 0.3 (cities) to
be optimal on the validation data. We note that whilst this does not
sum to one, it is the same ratio between tasks as the ratio of classes
in each task. With the optimal weights, we experimented training
more epochs (300 and 400) with no significant increase in the prediction accuracy. We anticipate that MTL would improve city classification accuracy over multi-class city classification, but will not
improve scene classification accuracy over single-label scene classification. This premise supports the cluster graph design taxonomy
where labels can have a hierarchy but it is not enforced [7].
4. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
All results are summarised in Table 3 which begins with the DCASE
ASC Subtask benchmark of 59.7% accuracy. We discuss our results
by the line order of this table. By adding one extra convolutional
layer (line two in Table 2) we reduce the variation of each scene
prediction for all scenes albeit with a minor 0.7% decrease in over-
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Table 3: Results from all approaches to city classification of soundscapes.
Task
Accuracy
Task nb classes
Benchmark[8]
59.7% Scenes
10
Extra layer CNN
59% Scenes
10
Multi-class
50%
Cities
6
Scene priors
26%
Cities
6
Pairs
37%
both
60
Grouped
89% Scenes
3
Grouped pairs
52%
both
18
Multi-label
12%
both
16
Multi-label
32% Scenes
10
Multi-label
43%
Cities
6
Multi-task
57% Scenes
10
Multi-task
56%
Cities
6

Table 4: City-wise classification accuracy with an CNN, and paired
with grouped scenes.
City
CNN Acc % Paired Acc %
Barcelona
40%
50%
Helsinki
50%
40%
London
76%
47%
Paris
32%
67%
Stockholm
81%
77%
Vienna
8%
27%

all accuracy. We retain the extra layer for a model robust to class
variation as this is greater in the city problem.
The multi-class city prediction with ten models previously
trained on each of the ten scenes, scored a mean accuracy of 26%
(line four). These individual model accuracies are listed in Table 5. The scenes with lowest discrimination between cities are
bus, metro, street traffic, and tram, suggesting that transport-based
sound scenes have low variation irrespective of city. Airport scenes
are the most distinctive for each city with an average accuracy of
47.9% but this is biased towards Vienna suggesting Vienna airport
has something very distinctive in its recordings. Similarly the park
trained model appears to overfit to Stockholm. When comparing
these results to the others in this paper, the lower number of training samples per classifier must have some effect and we attribute
this to the lower average all classifier accuracy.
The 60-class model accuracy is lower than the multi-class
CNN, 37% compared to 50% (lines five and four in Table 3 respectively). We use the 60-class model to produce a large confusion matrix to identify confusions between scenes and cities in
Figure 2 (Fig 2 is online:soundscape.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/
misc-materials/ to zoom). The axes are labelled as the six
cities, for each there are ten rows, each row representing the scenes
in alphabetical order. With a lower accuracy it would be unwise to
draw any confident conclusions; in Figure 2 many city confusions
are between the same scene. To show this, we take a greater than ten
threshold to mean a noteworthy confusion, and highlight with red
bounded squares in Figure 2. Confusions include: airport, metro,
and street pedestrian. So while some scenes are possibly independent of city e.g. shopping mall, there do appear to be groups of
scenes. This prompted the three-class problem based on grouped
scenes. This model achieved 89% accuracy (line six) and showed
the majority of confusions are between indoor and outdoor scenes.
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It is possible that people/human actions are the common element
causing this, and so transport based scenes are more discriminative.
Figure 3 is a confusion matrix for the grouped-scenes and city
pair labels. This model scored 52% mean city accuracy (line seven
in Table 3). By city results are in the third column of Table 4 and
show an improvement for three cities: Barcelona, Paris, and Vienna.
Whilst the other three city accuracies are reduced, the model is more
robust to all classes than the city-only label model (Table 3, line
two). The confusions in Figure 3 show that for all types of scenes
Vienna is incorrectly predicted as Stockholm (not vice versa), suggesting there is still some bias towards Stockholm in this improved
model. This is interesting given this pair of cities has the largest
ED between their mean training data. The next greater confusions
are between London and Paris, which has the lowest ED. In the future, better analysis of the feature spaces might help resolving these
confusions to improve predictions.
The penultimate test of multi-label classification scored a scene
accuracy of 32%, city accuracy of 43%, and if a joint score of both
must be correctly predicted, a joint accuracy of 12% (Table 3 lines
eight, nine and ten respectively). These were scored by binarising
the class predictions with a global threshold of 0.4 and comparing
the binarised matrix to the ground truth. Multiple thresholds were
tested on the validation data before testing with 0.4.
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Figure 2: Confusions between 60 city-scenes.
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Table 5: City accuracy with ten scene-specific classifiers. This shows how cities vary by each scene.
Scene
Barcelona Helsinki London
Paris Stockholm Vienna Average
airport
43.8%
32.5%
10.2%
67.4%
43.8%
90.0%
47.9%
bus
13.9%
0.0%
2.5%
44.7%
20.8%
0.0%
13.7%
metro
34.0%
0.0%
0.0%
10.8%
52.8%
0.0%
16.3%
metro station
25.9%
26.8%
12.8%
30.6%
80.6%
0.0%
29.4%
park
0.0%
2.4%
0.0%
0.0%
98.2%
30.6%
21.9%
public square
72.2%
0.0%
44.4%
0.0%
30.6%
0.0%
24.5%
shopping mall
5.6%
75.0%
10.1% 100.0%
52.8%
2.8%
41.0%
street pedestrian
32.5%
0.0%
11.1%
5.6%
83.3%
29.6%
27.0%
street traffic
11.1%
0.0%
9.1%
11.1%
83.3%
0.0%
19.1%
tram
60.9%
0.0%
1.8%
22.6%
41.4%
0.0%
21.1%
Average
30.0%
13.7%
10.2%
29.3%
58.8%
15.3%
26.2%

Figure 3: Confusions between 18 city-scenes, each city has three
lines in ‘indoor’, ‘outdoor’, and ‘transport’ order.

The final MTL approach scored 57% for scenes (2% below the
scene benchmark) and 56% for cities (loss weights 0.5 : 0.3 respectively), thus outperforming all other city classification methods with
only a minor reduction in the scene task. Experiments to rebalance
the loss weights can increase city but penalise scene classification.
Results presented are best for both scene and city.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have addressed a novel task of classifying cities
from sound scenes recorded in multiple locations and scenes in each
city. We adapted prior data for a new task by relabelling. This work
shows that adapting prior labelling schemes can increase city classification accuracy as per our grouped scene pair results. We attribute
this observation to the greater variation within each city class in the
feature space. This explains why our best result is achieved using
the MTL method where learning scenes is a joint task with learning
cities. Furthermore, we saw in our case that when the MTL weight
ratio is similar to the class ratio for each task, the prediction for
both tasks improved. Future work for city classification is vast; refining the models, augmenting the data, or analysing the inter-class
variation of training data in the feature space.
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